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PREFACE 
In the fall of 1949 the \,r.piter ws assigned to teach the 11Elemen-
tary Principles of Artt1 and an fl.Art Appreciation" class* Although she 
realized the art principles were important, it was not until the close 
of the year that she fully recognized how very important it was to be 
instrumental in helping students recognize and use the principles of 
art in such a Yay that they might live graciously and be happy with 
what they can afford to o,m. 
She wishes to express her deepest appreciation and gratitude to 
Miss Rowan Ellif'f, Associate Professor of Home Economies Education for 
her encouragement, understanding and untiring effort vhich made this 
study possible, and to Dr. Millie V., Pearson, Head of Home Economics 
C, 
Education who offered helpful sugges.tions and constructive critidisms. 
Sincerest acknowledgement is due her husband and her mother for 
their understanding and patience during this study and to her friend, 






of 11(1 e~teet,i"\{C !Thi., 
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THE PLAN OF STUDY MID ITS SET'l'IN"G 
Lives are definitely influenced by attitudes toward living. If a 
person feels that life is useless he has little desire to do anything 
0 
about it; on the other hand, to feel that life is worthwhile and there 
is a. job for each to do, gives one the urge to improve, to develop and 
grow. Everyone has a philosophy by which he lives; he may not be con-
scious of it or may never have taken time to express that philosophy 
in words but a mature philosophy influences emotional stability. An 
individual who has strength of character will not lose faith in time 
of trouble or be overwhelmed when success comes, but will be able to 
0 
seek an answer to his problems in a serene, calm way. 
Necessary to being a well adjusted, happy person is consideration 
o.nd concern f'or the welfare of h1:1!nanity as a whole-a sense of responsi-
bility to society--the pra.ctic.e of t,he Golden Rule. Persons who are 
able to recognize the beautiful will be better able to live more mean-
ingfully. Few earn their living through art, but art helps all to en-
joy living while ee..rning. 
A workable understanding of the principles of art that can be used 
in everyday life will go far in helping to develop a happy, well ad-
justed person mentally, socially, and er.iotionally. In fact, well ad-
justed persons may be expected to build happy homes which a.re the f'oun-
dation of democracy. 
The writer believed that if the students in Eastern Oklahoma .Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College could be led to recognize problems of 
living that require the application of e.rt, principles for solution and 
to develop and apply them--that it would add value to their living. 
People are sometimes unhappy bec1:mse they feel that the possessions 
they have may not be as luxurious as they wouJ.d like them to be, when 
really the problem is knoHing h011 to use and appreciate the things 
which they may afford to possess. When incti.vidu.als have an 1.mclerstand-
ing of art principles and are able to apply them, they can have attrac-
tive furnishings and decorations in their 01,m home and can wetT a.ppro-
priate clothing within the limit or their means. 
Assumption.§ 
This study was organized with the assumption "tlu1t a knowledge of 
principles of a.rt and ability to use them is funda:mental in making 
satisfactory choices in every area of living. The study of' art princi-
ples in Junior College should help students to enjoy beautiful things 
and m.sJ-ce more diocrinin.ating choices. When students realize their need 
for knowing hou to use the principles of art and opportuniti0s are giveil 
to help them see progTess, they will have a desire to study, 1:tse and 
apply what they have learned in wmy ways in their daily living. 
Thero is need for a study of art principles in Junior CollegEhand 
if adequate illustrative material is provided, methods of presentation 
carefully planned and good technique used in teaching, t"::tudents can 
grasp and apply the principles of art. 
If' the teacher strives toward continued improvement in teaching 
and compiles the results of her efforts in a form which can be used 
later it will be of help to other teachers who have similar problems, 
In order to validate these assumptions the uriter: 
1. Observed the cornm:uni ty served by the college in light of the 
contributions that preve.il in the con:mnmity and in the world 
at large. 
2. •ralked with local people and found many homemker s who realized 
and ex.pressed a need for understanding and using art principle:;; 
in their home and coIDmunity. 
3. Secured the interest of a few :merchants who realized how they 
could have used the art principles in their display windows, 
especially certain seasons of the yeru~ su.ch as Christmas and 
Easter. 
11•• Reviewed pertinent literature in order to discover what educa-
tional values apply :i.n the teaching of art and to see how spe-
cialists have expressed themselves in the field of' 2rt. 
5. I>'ormulB,ted an educational philosophy to guide in ·teaching the 
art principle,., eJ:id developed plans to be used in teaching two 
ext principles;: .b?,laµc~ and ~1phasis. 
6. Used past experiences :Lo. teaching and association with home-
makers to point up spec:tfic problems in devising teaching tech-
niques to be used in developing art principles or generaliza-
tions. 
7. Illustrated certain aspects of ·the plan with mounted pictures 
and snapshots· to indicate types of illustrative material that 
might be used in teaching specific art 1Jrinciples. 
13. PT·oposed a pL.'Ul for teaching art principles in Ea.stern Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
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The average girl who enters the Department of Ho..'11e Economies at 
Eastern Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College at Hilburton, has 
had very little., if any, experience with, or an understanding of the 
basic principles 0£ ei..rt and, because the writer realized that the tuo 
years the student spends in Junior College will in most cases terrainate 
her forlW!l.1 education, she determined t,o work out a program in her a.rt 
courses that would give the girls enrolled in her classes, a 1-rorkable 
understanding of the principles of art in everyday living. Such a pro-
grani should utilize :materials at hand and situations that are familiar, 
and in practical experiences develop and apply the fundamental princi-
ples of a.rt. 
The Gommun;i.ty gnd its Uniquenes:3 
In order to understand why such an emphasis is desirable, it is 
necessary to exa.mine the purposes and uniqueness of the College, as 
stated in the college bulletin.: 
The purpose of Eastern Oklahoma. Agricultural and Mechanical Collegt1 
is to train students for effective citizenship, t1hich includes personal 
growth, ability to earn n1living, and preparation for the responsibili-
ties of' community living. 
This institution, like most other state schools, draws more than 
fifty per cent of its enrollment from the immediate vicinity in which 
it is located, hence most of the enrollees a.re from Eastern Oklahoma, 
more specifically from Latimer, Le Flore, and Pittsburg colmties. His-
torically, the territory is in the northern p~rt._9:f t,he old Choctaw 
N'ation. Many people of the region have Indian ancestry and all degrees 
1 Bulletin, Eastern Oklahoma Agricultural and Hechanical College, 
Catalogue Issue (1951-52), p. 15. 
of Indian blood are found in the student body. 
Because o:f' the rich deposits of good coal, ·the Hissouri, Kansas, 
and Texas tmd the Rock Island Railroads were built th!'ough this section 
before :3te.tehood. Mining people from many pe,rts of the earth flocked 
into this region. By 1910, nineteen languages were spoken in Wilburton. 
Even after the boom coal-mining do,ys were over, many ir.nmigrants stayed 
on to mingle ui th native Americans and pioneers from the East, South, 
and North, who had poured into the Indian Territory. The population is 
therefol'.'e cosmopolitan in blood and heritage; but the second and third 
generation high school graduates are typical Oklahon1ans., their surna.mes 
indicating only partially their diverse deocents. 
The chief economy of this region has made a complete revolution in 
the past seventy-five years. The Indians and the first few white men 
depended upon cattle that fed on native grasses that in the open e.reas 
grew almost as tall as the cattle themselves. This was true as late as 
the beginning of the century. With the coming of the railroads, coal-
mining brought boom times that lasted till well after statehood. Coal 
rrlning as the chief industry was fallowed by the time when the grass 
meadows were fenced, fiu-ms started, and cotton and corn became the main 
crops. J.i"or the most part the soil was thin, tmd farming alternated with 
spurts of coal mining. For a time lumbering became the leading industry 
of this section, but the treei:i on the M.J.ls were soon gone, and <lU!'ing 
the depression poultry production moved to first place for a short time, 
Now the economy of most of this st1ction is e,gain geared to the cattle 
industry, and therefore to pastut'e improvement, soil conservation and a 
:return to the use of the rich native grassBH. 
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and sirioe there are no large industrie.s will probably not change for 
,several years to come:; yet it is rich in potentialities that to date 
have not been capitalized upon. In the first place, it is one of the 
safest regions in the United States in viey of outside attack by air or 
.atomic weapons. In the seeond, it is rich in coal and has an annual 
water supply that can be utilized by factories to furnish electric power .• 
Its recreational facilities are just beginning to be realized. 
Many students earn both room e.nd board while in college. Bec~m.se 
the economic condition is low, it requires :much effort and inspired 
understanding to help boys and girls with a comparatively low standard 
of livi~g to become useful citizens and to enjoy life to its fullest. 
The reason is apparent. People or low .i.ncomes have a more limited op-
portunity to compare their s5.tuation with favored ones that have :more 
advantages. They have little money for purchasing and Bust utilize only 
materials at hand. However, nature in these three counties offers beauty 
of location unrivaled in the state--richness of color in flower, forest, 
and mountain-natural beauty with which to ttinvite the soul. 11 For prac-
tical construction, the region produces native, stone in abmidance to 
construct buildings thnt are pel'.'ma.nent. Though it requires effort, the 
results of e;ood training tll"e so outstanding and gratifying, n teacher 
is richly remunerated for added effort. 
College students wiJJ. soon be largely responsible for determining 
not only industry and production but for interpreting the rights and 
duties of American citizens. They need to be nble to teach future gen-
erations not to lose confidence in a democratic government. It, then, 
is the purpose of Eastern Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 
to teach boys and girls so they will interpret the knowledge which they 
acquire at sehool and develop through experience into a full life where 
each will enjoy all the political rights and privileges of a gTeat 
country and in return for these privileges each will give his allegiance 
to his ·national. government, his state, and his community because it is 
a good land that gives him an opportunity to build a free life, a home 
that is safe, and to earn a livelihood that is suf'ficient~ 
Never before in American History has this purpose been. more diffi-
cult to affect. There is strain, unrest, a feeling or insecurity, a 
lack of interest in fellow beings, a desire to get something for noth-
ing, a feeling that the world owes one a living, and a general dissatis-
faction evidenced by -the restlessness of the population. One witer, 
Elton Trueblood in The Life We Prize, has called this condition tta 
moral depression. 02 Whether it is a moral depression or not, we do not 
know. The same author in the same book also says, ""It is not enough to 
denounce Communism; we must if we are to survive, promote a better ,,ray. it 
Whitaker Chambers in I Was the Witness says., 
Within the next decade will be decided whether all nk"U1kind is to 
·become Communist, whether the whole world is to become free, or t,rhether 
in the struggle, civilization, as we know it is to be destroyed. It 
is our fate to live upon that t.urning point in history. 
The world has reached that turning point by the steep stages of a 
crisis mounting for generations. In part, the crisis results f':rom the 
impact of' science and technology upon mankind which, neither socially 
nor morally, has caught up ·with the problems posed by that impact. 
Uorld wars are the military expression of the crisis. Horld wide de-
pressions are its economic expression. Universal des~eration is its 
spiritual climate. This is the cli.raate of Comunmism.-' 
2 Elton Trueblood, The Life Ue Prize (New York, 1951), p. 37. 
3 Whitaker Chambers, I Was a Witness, Saturday Evening Post 
(February 9, 1952), p. 19. 
He la101 .. 10 that our democratic principles or living are being strain-
ed more and more as time goes on.. He are all a.ware that the trend in 
economy and in education is toward centrB.lization or gove:enro.eni;.. We 
must realize that we need to be alert so we do not sell om"" free educa-. 
tion, ·that we nu.st not sacrifice oU:t"' der10cr0:t.ic processes-they must 
be protected.. We must give our students an objeo.tiva, in order to meet 
the conditions ttnd solve the problems that .face them. 
The real place to chan.ge this unrest--this dissatisfaction, this 
feeling of insecurity-or moral depression, if that be it-is in the 
home.. The home is the foundation o.f' American society. It is here that 
the citizen of tomorrow must be taught to live a more usef'ttl and satis-
fying personal and family life .. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PI ... O.CE OI~ ART A JUHIOH COLIEGE 
In this rolation it is well to examine the purposes and offerings 
of the Home Economics De1:iartm.ent of' Eastern Oklahoma Agrie1e1ltural e.ncl 
Hechanical College • 
. According to the College Bulletin of 1951-521 the purposes of the 
Division of Home Economics of Eastern Oklahoma Agricultural and Nechnn-
ical College are: 
1. To prepare students for good homemaJd.11g .. 
2. To prepare students for ,advanced work lea.ding to a deg.t~oc. 
J. To provide foundational co1-1rses for those desiring to become 
dieticians, home demonstration agents, and many other careers. 
'fhe courses offered wert) described as: 
Clothing Select:lon and Construct.ion 
Fundrnnental problems of con.stru.ction and care of clothiue; per·-
sono.l grooming, selection of sui:t.able cotton fabricB end desiens 
for the individu,,".1.1. ' 
Advanced Clothing Construction 
Selection o:r. uool a.nd ra;yon :~'abrics, designs~ v.nd accessories, 
and construction of ga.rments. 
House Planning and Decoration 
The house from the standpoint of utiltty, beauty, and economy, 
includ:_ng pl&"1, and problems in various phases of interior 
decorat,ion. 
1 Bulletin, East.orn Okfa11om,.'l. Agricu.ltm·o.1 and t,Iechanical College;'" 
Sill· ill•' p. 80 
.Art 
Survey of ort principles of' erchitecture, painting, interior 
decoration, and other f.ields of art. 'rhis course is planned to 
help the student. to :increase his appreciation of the t)cst in art 
in the past a .. nd present. 
Elementary Principles of 1:'irt 
Practice in elomentary problems in f~:rcohond dre,wing, color do sign 
and lettering. Requ.ired course f'or students in Home Economics. 
Household Ji.rt. 1\.pplied Design in the Homo 
A study and aPiolication of' design as related to the homo and ns 
expressed in crafts and textile docorat.j.on. 
Consluner Problems 
The purpose o.f this course is to asG:lst stud.ents in problems of 
buying; in the management cf their ;;1011ey, t:ine, a.nd energy; in 
using personal resources, and :Ln understanding thoir places as 
crn:1sui.;ior s :ln society. 
Child Develop1:1ent and Guidance 
The physical training D.nd care of the baby and pre-school child. 
Directed observation and )articipation in nursery school. 
Por·sonal, Home nnd Fmnily L:U'e 
A co1.trse plmrn.ed for all students which attempts to develop an 
1mder stnnding of human development, behavior and relat:i.onship as 
they apply to personal, home, and family life • 
. Art of P1o.nning and Serving 1'-1oa1s. 
A study of the principles of meal plarming, both .tor fo.mily nwJ 
for service for specil':\l occasions. /1 course planned for no:n-
honie et~onomics mnjorG, 
li'amily mxtri tion and NcHl Pl..-m.ning 
A study of the fu.ndmnental principles o:(' nutrition as EI9Pllod to 
p1anning, prcporing ,):nd serving of family :meals to groups .of' 
VGrious ar;cs, occupations tlnd incom.es. 
Food Prepnrat.ion and Nutrltion 
The func1ru,1entnl principles of cookery in relation to ::,.11 t;nJes 
of food, selection, preparation and preservation of foods, ele-
mentary study of nutrition. 
Food St1JL\Y and Preparation 
A study of the class.ification, composition, occurance n:nd gener0l 
propertic:,:i of food, ,crlth special consideration being given to tltc 
s,pplico:tion of scientific principles of foo(1 probl0ms. 
House Care cJ,d Equipment 
A study of tho selection and purchasing of household cquip:r.tent 
imd supplies. Horking space, a:rrangemeut of equipment n.nd su,p-
plies to sn.ve time, money and energy, cleanlni:; problems, hea.ting) 
plrimhing.11 llr)1tinB, end storcf:o. 
11 
Personal Healt.h 
A course designed to develop an appreciation of' good health and 
an interest in conmnrnity and personal hygione. Students uill re-
ceivo training in first aid and home nursing. 
'l'his study is concerned primarily with t.he tea.ching of the ele-
mentary principles of art.. 11rt can play an import~mt part in helping 
people to be happy and to experience a full0r life. Opportm1ity should 
be provided to use art. in helping to solve person.':'.l, home and community 
problems. The equipment and furnishings of the depart,ment Ul"'e some of 
the tools with which the teacher works, :i.11 teaching a.rt in its relation-
ship to living. 
Description of the Pll,vsicftl S.etting 
The Hon1e Eco11omics Department at Eastern Oklahoma Agricult1Eal and 
Mechanical College is located on the second floor of a neu rectangular 
brick building. A double st.airway from the entrance hall of the build-
ing leads to ::m open bn.lcony and hall on the long axis of the building. 
The entire depa.rtment if floored in ken.tile; color has been used 
on the ualls and ceilin£; to give life a..11.d an atmosphere of light nnd 
cheer to the uhole cl.epartI:1.ent beeinni11g with the chnrtreuse green of 
the entrance hall and stairway, the warm pinks and tans of the walls 
and soft blue or tho ceilings. 
At tho south end, the hall opens into a ldtchen which extends the 
full width of the building.. Windows line the ~.,outh and west sides, 
the walls are a cool blue green, the ceiling is cream. Three full 
kitchen units aro installed in this room.J tuo for cooking with elec-
tricity and one for cooking with gas. The unit on the south side and 
the one on the northeast are joined b°iJ storage cabinets and working 
space along the west wall. At the east end 011 a platform is a full 
kitchen unit ui th cabinet fl,. refrigerator, dishwasher, a demonstration. 
table and everything neceSflGJ"Y for domonstrutlon purposes and culine.ry 
processe13. The equJ,pm.e:crt include.,; mi:xorsy coffee urns, :.:m electric 
m1e0per, an automatic washing machine, n drying frmn.e J plenty of kitchen 
utcnsllfJ nnd l:our hrei:1.kf.ast ·Lablos and chairs. Pla:GE1 s, cups and sil vet·,-
ware 01·0 available to serve fifty, There ls a21:.ple space ,md plenty of 
light, both IW,t1.iral mid artificiaL 
Opening out of the kitchen and mrtending along the east side of 
t,he building is the combination 1:1.vine;-diu:ing room-a nost attroctive 
room, glowing with color. 'l'he Ht:J.lls arc cornl pink, the ceiling n. grny,,y 
blue and the draw drapes are gl0:;,;ed chintz in tans ond g-reens. l'Je:x--t, to 
the k:tt,chen is the dining area with a dinint:; table, a hutch cubinet f'or 
dishes and ch.airs in colonin1 ma:ple. In the midtllo of the long west 
wn11 is the fireplace vd.t,h e;ns logs and fireplace appointments :Ln brasi1, 
A brnss plan tor and pitcher are a.t'ranged 011 th,, 1\1ant.le above. Tho fire-,-
place is flanked on each side by a wing-backed clla.ir slip cove1·od in 
flowered linen. At the north end is a divan upholstered in brown tus-
ca:n satin with matching chairs in 1imo green, coffee tables, ond tables 
uith lmr1ps, and a small cottnge piano. 'i'his room is :c:1ost us,~fu1 for 
tea::;, r1:;ceptioas, m,1al1 dinner :J, nnd various kinds of sociaJ. meeting a. 
It ir, constantly i:n use. Vin:ttors have coFrplimented it for its charm, 
comfort rmd e;ood taste. 
Across the hall. from the 1:tving room nro a nursery ;md a rest room. 
The nm·sery is an eciry room with light blue 1,ralls. It has small blue 
cab:Lnets, tables, toys, chairs--everyth:tng designed. for the use e.nd 
training of the small, pre-school child. Children of the nursery- school 
krve given their entphati.c approval of its appointments. Ad,ioining the 
nursery is a well-equipped, irm11aeulate :r~.:st room. 
Along tho uall of the south hall tU'o glass d1spley cases. Dis-
plays in these caSf)t, are chnnged qu.i:te frequer:rtJ~v. Thoy may be fabrics:, 
.finished garments, ,<;,rt objects, flower:c::, cerrun.:tcn, food m~ seanonal 
exhibits of various ldnds. 
tforth of the living room is the office of the instructors. It is 
equipped with desks, files, and storar;e spaces f'or books and records. 
In i,he northwest corner of the area is o. lecture clas:".room uith a 
platform for holding style shous. It is furnished Hith three long 
tables and chairi::1 anc1 · one wall is lined with cabinets and drawers for 
st,orac;e. Closets for hats and hane;ing clothing are provided. 
The 'West side of the north end of the hn11 has an alcove of steel 
lockers. The north end of the hall opens into the sewing room, uhich 
with its fitting room occupies the northwest corner of the floor. 'l'he 
seu:tng room is equipped with both electric and treadle smring nachinefJ. 
It has long tables for cutting and cabinets for· storage. Dr:n:uer s f o.;i.~ 
holding sewing, fit into the table erid:cJ, saving space while not in use. 
There a.re cabinets for storing magazJ.ne,3, teaching material ancl for 
hnngint{ gD.l'mentn. All thesc1 as well as those o:t the lecture roo1.;1 are 
finished in natm~al pine.. At the f,outh end of the sewing roo.m :ts the 
fitting room. It has n trip1o-f'u1.l-lenr;th mirror 011. t,i;JO ::;ides, a low 
table for use in m.easuring hem lengths, and a boudoir table wi·th a 
:flounce of flowered chintz. :F.::qm.pm0nt, includes iront3 and boa.rds for 
pressing, pinld:ng m.aqh:lnes, pinking shears, and machine attachments of 
al1 kinds. Women v:i.dtors always linger a moment in the fitting room. 
The walls of the sewine; room .::-..:re a cool t;J:·ecn, its ce:Uing cream color. 
It is cheerful and light rmd comf ortnble. Banquets :i:'or largo g,1:•oups 
a1~e often held in thin room. 
Recently .;1 visitor :mt:tde the f'ollouing :remark about the dcpici,rtment: 
The entire department giv<:is the impressioD. of clignity, bet,uty and 
usefulness through wise choice, caroful p1nnning and attractive arrang,a.,~ 
ment of furniGhing;s and accessor:iesi. It is pla:r1110d to be enJoyod and 
1Jsed. 
'l'his setting prov:ldeci an oxcollc:nt opportu:n:t'ty fox· obt,e1~v:ing, 
Leaching and app1y:Lng, in daily living the art principles and elements 
to att;::dn. 
Art if3 not, merely representn.tio:n, but also interpretation, 1,1hether 
it. be in D.rchitecture, pr:dnting, sculpture, music, poetry, drnma, or 
nny of their sub-divisions. The smne IJri:nciples of t,.rt, apply to each 
of thcr,e, the only difference beine; t.he media, 
Too often it is tho thought that, oxt is sy:non;ynous ,.,d.th drawing 
e.nd painting f.md scuJ.ptr1r0, n:na the .feet thc.t p:lctures @ ..na ntatues are 
but two of thrl ,·1nny 1dncfa of 1:,_rt c:i.1Jrec'."d.on is often overlooked. More 
and m.ore it is cominG to be ronli.zec' thc,t ability i~: :lnvolved 1-:cot only 
in tho crention of uorks of art but in npprecintion ns uoll. Uhcn a 
pert3on is apprecint:tne; n beautiful ob;ject, he i.s c:mgar;cd in 1:\ ereGtive 
experi.ence for tho nc:tivc 0i1,io;y:mont of art i~i r:, form of' po.rticipntion 
in :i;t.l 
'l'he teaching o:f 2:rt apprccfo,tion is osscnt:i..nlly prnctical :in thtt"l~ :tt 
mmJcens :t.ntercst in the ue&1th of bec:.uty ,::rotmd 1w. ;,iost people need 
to be taught to enjoy the boautif'ul to under stc.:i:nd t.he laus the.t hel1l' 





More practical even thl,j'.t enjoyment is creat,ing beauty :5.n livinr,-
in food that not onl;y tastes good but looks good; in homes thv.t attract 
and rest us with beauty of line, color and design as well i1s com.fort, 
and in clothes that are suitable, becoming, and appropriate so that 
each individual will feel secure. 
Art is not for the .few only; it effects every one because comfort, 
sanitation and order are the qualities most important in every home--
sturdy useful qualities U1at underlie all beauty. According to Spaffori); 
.Art is seen as a medi.um. f'or getting enjoyment in everyday activiticw 
through either creative or appreciative aspects. To emphasize art, in 
daily living and enjo;vment of' beauty is of greater importance than 
creating it. Art is intended to extend, en.rich, and vitalize the gener~, 
al educational progrma. A.t't is concerned with every phase of living. 2 
Home Economies offers opportunity not only for both appreciation and 
creative ability to be utilized in home and community, but the achieve-
ment of pride in the accom.pliahment tends to serve as a stabilizing in-
fluence so sorely needed at present. M ..'9.ny educators believe ·t.het an 
unde..rstanding of the u.rt principles imd application is of pe:r-1:.icular im-
portance in all the Dl"'Gas of' hon10 economics. 
Accordine to }fury Inez Mann, 
Art cuts across every area of home economies. In business, for ex·~ 
ample, the home econom:i.st often works very closely with the nxtist and 
the photographer in preparing promotional material. The homema..lcer Hant,;; 
to be proud. of her home and to serve artistic, o.s well as, nutritious 
meals. The teacher and tho extension worker know the joy of reaching 
into thousands of homes to guide people touerd finer living. Every ho1.w:3 
ecouonist wants to be in a position to help others recognize the effect 
oJ: t,heir surroundings • .3 
2 IYol Spafford, A Fu.11Q.tj2nillr, .. J?rogrf)ID of H0!1§..J;smnomic.s (New York, 
19[}0), p. 13. . 
3 Mary Inez Hmm, "Art is for Everyone"; Journal of Home Economics. 
Volume ~.O (December, 19/i.8) , p. 573. 
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Jfew schools can afford an art teacher, consequently it is essential 
that home economics teachers be able t.o,help students use and apply the 
t1.rt elem.ents and principles to all areas of living .• 
I,fany youne men realize from their recent war experiences some of 
the values of a.rt in every day 1ife--how the selection of color, ar-
rang0mont of color, selection and arrarl.gement of pictures and flowers 
in the offices and hospitals in the far-flung biwes on the lon0ly atolh; 
lessened fv.tigue, increased efficiency or 1ifted :morale • This realiza-
·tion among veterans gives the home economics instructor an opportunity 
to capitalize on war experiences as an entering wedge in developing 
similar a.ppreciation and interest in home and community, and putting it 
to use. Art in its modern application is now recognized as an integral 
pe-..rt of daily life and activity. 
Incidents which point to the need for specific training are fre-
quent. For example, Hr.rtha bought a piece of me,terial, highly decorated 
with clusters of cherries th,:i.t caught her eye and brought it to the 
clothing class all ready to he made into a dress with a flared seven 
gored skirt buttoned all the way do\m the front. 
Uhen the garment uns completed, some of the general reraarks from 
t,he students were: the desit~1'1 is too :naturalistic, the clusters of 
cherries are cut .:i.nto too many pieces, it would be better to have he.d 
a two piece skirt pnttern, and she should have used solid colored ma-
terial for this pRttern. 
If Martha had been forttmate enough to fowe had some understanding 
of the nrt principles and he.d applied them. to t.be selection of the :ma·-
terial and dress pattern, she could have avoided this costly and unha:ppy 
experience. 
1'7 
Ho:memakers too, h[we ;:;rob1ems simiL:,r to i-h'E,. Buckley uho redeco-
rated her home. The Jiving room vas predoi,dnately brown; t,he rug dark 
br01m; the walls t1ere covered with a text.urec1 paper in tan ton.es, and 
the draperies had et :floral <lesign in brcnm and tans. She quickly foun<l 
thnt she did not like the room and as soon as poss:Lb1e had it, changed 
at considerable expense. 
Hrs. D1·0Hn feels m1comfortable in he.r bedroom nnd :ts not able t,o 
rolrcx or be at ease in it. When vi.siting hor one soon J·ealized that 
there is t;intit·ely too much movement in the do sign of every Brticle in 
the room. The ua11 paper ha:<; a large motif, the draperies are splotchy 
and confusing in design, several large peices of' furnitm.~e e.re set 
stiffly on one side of the room, tho rug has a naturalistic design of 
red .and yellow ros0t1 and large pieces of furniture are placed 2 .. cro::m 
tho cornerri of the room--yet she wonders why she ls ur1f'omfortv,bl0. The 
briefest acquaintance with the principles of art uould help her to learn 
why. 
Such problems are not confined to the hot1emdcor or the otudent in 
clothing class. There is Hr. Smith whose yard is cluttered with flower 
bods of all shapes and sizes; r1omo round, sonE.; square and some m~e even 
cUrnnond shaped. The flowers are of all text.tires, shapes, .:md colors. 
One bed contains b:d.glrt marigolds nnd dainty pink colored la::cks:pur::;, 
while the pink rambling roses on the fence a.re n backgTouncl :for orange 
lilies. People who know 12nd use the m~t principles in yard arrangenent 
wlll be able to create beautiful and satisfying pictures that :111 passern,, 
by m.,·w enjoy. 
One might consider, tb.e merchants., SNith and ,Johnston, whose show 
baby clothes ar0 mixed w.:tth heavy duty work shoes and blue jeans, i:md 
si1k drossos for the women hang rakinhly by. A workable know1edgc:) of 
the principles of art uov.ld. aicl then g'I'eat1y in displaying ,md r:;elli:ng 
their 11mrchnncli se. 
Holen is quite short in stci,t1.u:-e a.nd plwx1p. The-) Lmterinl for her 
drGBS is a bold plaid in.ado from a pattern with t1. full gathered skirt, 
low round neck line, short full puff sleeves and trimmed with little 
daint;y- bows. Tho style of her hair repeats hElr plumpness being parted 
in the riidcUe of her head with c1u::rtorrJ of :E'lowo:r.s on cit.her side. She 
1T$f,1:s a sbort close fit·t;ing strint;; of pearlE;. Hou much she could im-
prove bm· nppe2,rance :i.f she consciously use the art pri.nc:i.ples a:s they 
apply to design in c1othec. 
rJmr,r 1:md VOJ.'ied DTE) tho situntio.ns that cotLld be em .. 1merated vrherein 
the principles of D.rt uill help individuals to make better choicGs. AU 
of thr.,m1 Gerve to illustrn.te the importance of teaching people to rocog-
niz0 and use the principles o.f art in. t;he:u· problems of living. 
CEtl.P'I'E;R III 
US1ED 
In gcner3.l all authorities ag1·0e thd; tJ1ere in need to bo able to 
daily Jiving in the home and :.i.n the co,nmunity. l1ecording 
to Lewis Hunfo:rd, 11 'rhe final test of an economic system lies in the 
ultimate p.r·oducts··-the sort of. men and women it nurtures m1d the order 
a:nd beauty and mxnity of their communities. nl 
Art is so closely related to daily living that an undcrstnnd.ing 
of the &i.rt principles io very· :iJ11porta~t. '.i'he ability of the jndividual 
to appreciHte art nnd to apply ,rcmert1J.1zat:1ons to every cfo.y problems 
·will rno1ce life more interoi~ting, mem1h1gful,. and pleasant. 
According to Russell, 11 A.rt train:i.ng which is presented tl:u:-01.l.Bh 
homo problems brings at't very nenr to 0veryone and makc:s it n part of 
everyday living. An art training uhich en:d.chcs the life of' an 
. . ') 
individual i~1 priceless and should be ava:ilable to o.11. 11 "~ 
Ed:uc::rbion hn.s army tasks to porforr1 in order to fol.fill the ob-
joct:Lvon of genere.1 education. According to tho Prea:iclent' s Cor:1mission 
on Hicher :Educat::l.on, 11 0ne of 'the tasks of Americ,?.n Dono<.:..t'ney i.s to 
heighten and diffuse esthetic sensibility and cood taste, to :mr,ko our 
people sonsit:iv(, to beauty :in all its varied fornw; in the cor1.modi.tios 
and service of every clay life, in private pu})1ic building B, • Jn 
· t ' · 1 " 1" - ~ a 11 3 communi y ,'.:/Jln regJ.mm.. 1/ um1.,_n\,,. 
1 Lewis Uv.Nforcl , Fi;d th ..£9.r .,1.:ia:vj..ng ( Heu York, 
2 Mabel HucsE~ll e.nd Elsie ·t,J il.eon G,.,ynne, l~I:..t, 
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The study of the arts in general education should not be directed 
merely toward the development of creative artists of exceptional gifts, 
though it may in some instances lead to this. It should air at appre-
ciation of the arts as forms of human expression, at awakening or in-
tensifying the students' sensitivity to beauty and his desire to develop 
in his everyday surroundings a bases for discrimination and interpreta-
tion. 
There is much satisfaction in being able to bring order and beauty 
into homes. When a teacher is instrumental in bringing about a feeling 
of security in applying art in daily living she feels that teaching is 
indeed worthwhile . If she is able to help individuals use available 
resources for home improvement she feels repaid for her effort. 
Merle Ford believes that art helps the morale of the student. She 
says: 
When students have learned to make art a part of everything they 
do, they have also built up their own morale . They can find more ways 
to be happy with tho things they can afford to have, and they know how 
to make use of art to raise their standards of living even though they 
have fewer material things than they used to think they needed.4 
Because she recognized the i mportant part that design plays in 
everyday living, the writer proposed a plan of study uhereby the student 
in Eastern Oklahorna Agricultural and Mechanical College might acquire 
an ability to achieve good design. in all phases of homemaking by appli-
cation of the art principles through the arrangements and manipulations 
of the art elementn. 
In terms of individual development the following goals were proposed:: 
4 Merle Ford, 11Trends in the Teaching of Related Art", Journal of 
Home Econo ·cs, (September, 1941}), p . 431. 
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1. To be able to recognize and enjoy beauty wherever found. 
2. To increase a desire to create beauty in one ' s surroundings, 
no matter how simple they may be. 
3. To be able to make selections, in which art is a factor, uith 
a sense of confidence. 
4. To be able to recoenize and apply the art principles in every 
phase of living . 
5. To realize that the cost of an article tloes not necessarily 
make it good design. 
The general p~pose of the proposed co~sc is that students under-
stand and use good taste and design in applying the art principles, 
(proportion, balance , emphasis, rhythm, repetition, and harmony), in 
learning situations where color, line , form, texture, and value have a 
part and be able to make arrangement and combinations that are pleasing 
in design for the many occasions where they will need to make selectiorn3. 
A student who understands the relationships of all these factors 
is likely to attain the objectivo--beauty. 
Terms used in this study that deal with art are in agreement with 
the list provided by the committee on terminology of the Federal Coun-
cil on Art Education and reported by Anna Hogg Rutt. "Proportion, bal-
ance, emphasis, rhythm, and repetition are called the five major prin-
ciples because they are the most distinct and most important ...• 115 
A person should apply the art principles in arranging and manipu-
lating the art elements when trying to obtain the objectives--beauty, 
expressiveness and functionalism. 
5Anna Hogg Rutt, Home Furnishing_s (New York, 1948), p . 49. 
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When the student speaks of one of the art principles , he needs to 
be able to use the terms with accuracy. He does not become acquainted 
necessarily with all of the principles at the same time, neither does 
he find that in life they are isolated one from the other. 
In general and merely for purpose of limitation, it will be nee-
essary to study one art principle at a time, remembering they are not 
mutually exclusive, for exampl e, the matter of emphasis is very important 
in maldng a well balanced arrangement . Therefore the most fruitful 
method of attack on the problem of teaching art principles appeared to 
be first a brief survey of the place of art in daily living sufficient 
to be able to define the basic elements to be considered and to under-
stand and apply the principles which govern their relationship, followed 
by a more limited but detailed and analytical study of each principle 
in relation to its use and application in daily living. 
The el ements of art, line, form, texture, and color are the tools 
to be used according to the principle of art. utt notes that: 
Each of the basic elements is a well-defined and dissimilar -feature 
of every art object. Each can be manipulated by the designer, who may 
focus his attention on different elements in turn as his work progresse::3. 
However the effect of each element is considered only in connection with 
the other elements and in relation to the organic unit which is being 
constructed, whether it is a picture or a room.6 
The Elements of Art 
Line: Line is an important element. Janet K. Smith defines line 
as: "A mark dra1m. to indicate direction or to suggest shape or mass 
The edge of a figure; outline place of separation. 11 7 
6 Ibid. p . L~9. 
7 Janet K. Smith, A Hanual of Design (New York, 1950), p . 169, 
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The emotiono.1 effect of line is noticeable--horizontal lines give 
a sense of repose and steadiness, when one rests usually the body is 
in a horizontal position. Vertical lines suggest stability, directness, 
and attention. Diagono.l and curved lines give the feeling of movement 
and ease. 
It is important that one nnderstands hou to use line effectively. 
The room which has too many diagonal lines will cause an uncomfortable 
feeling that there is too much activity to live comfortably. Straight 
sturdy lines are needed in the home. When the draperies follow the 
straight lines of the window thore is much more stability than when they 
are crossed or t ied back. 
Vertical lines add much to the apparent height of any object, con-
sequently the short person who wishes to appear taller will avoid any 
horizontal l ines in dress, hat or trimming, and will seek to use lines 
which direct the eye up and down rather than across . The accessories 
of a room should conform in line to the general pattern or design of 
the room. If raodern in furnishings the accessories should generally 
be modern in line. Because the lines of the roof are important they 
should be rope ted in the lines of windows, doors and any trimming that 
is put on the house. Transition from one idea or thought to another is 
usually done through the use of line . 
Nature furnishes an abundant source of illustrations in relation 
to line. The graceful curve of the opening lily, the lines or veins in 
the leaf of the beefsteak begonia and the straight, stable lines of the 
cattail growing in the marsh by the roadside are all examples of nature 1 !l 
use of line. 
In flower arrangements it is important to remember that the way 
the flower grows should be taken into consideration ·when making an ar-
rangement--follow the natural lines in growth. 
Form: Form and line are so closely related it is difficult to 
think of one uithout the other . Smith defines form as, 11 The peculiar 
configuration by uhich an object is recognized by sight or touch. The 
appearance or character in which an idea presents itself. 11 8 Some of 
the basic forms used are spheres , cones, rectangles, circles, cylinders 
and triangles. Form is so important that modern designers have develop-
ed a principle which most of them follow. Faulkner very clearly ex-
plains this principle : 
In art there are also forms clearly designed to meet their functions: 
forks and spoons with uhich to pick up and convey food to the mouth; 
chairs which are shaped to fit easily and support comfortably the hum.an 
body; cookinft utensils, such as percolators, double-boilers, or muffin 
tins shaped fer special cooking needs. There arc objects planned pri-
marily for esthetic satisfaction: painting, sculpture, etchings, and 
many others. But in every case , Form Follows Function,9 
The coffee pot uith a small base and a large top is very impractical 
since one is always having to watch to keep it from toppling over. The 
function of the lamp an<l shade is important therefore the form is also 
of importance: a lamp needs to have a base that provides adequate sup-
port for the shade . The pitcher th t will not pour 1,1ell is a mistake 
in form. 
Texture: Of the four art elements texture deals most directly with 
the sense of touch . It is this sense that causes one to desire to feel 
an object. Russell says, nTexture is the term used to designate the 
surface qualit y of an object or a material. TexttU'e is derived from 
the substance of which it is composed. 11 10 
8 Ibid . , p. 169 
9 Rey F~u:b er, Edwin Zieei'cld and Gerald Hill, Art Today (Neu Yorli:, 
19/.,.9) 1. p. lll. 
lv Russ 11, ---------------
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Many people are only beginning to recognize the interesting effects 
and variations obtained through the use of texture. Modern decorators 
use texture to balance the plainness of the lines of the room and fur-
niture. 
There must be harmony of texture; oak furniture irould need to have 
.cushions of coarse textures such as large patterned linen and tapestry. 
Rough wall finishes are needed to harmonize in textut'e with the oak fur-
niture where a glossy smooth finish uould be too great a contrast. 
In setting the table texture plays a very important part. If the 
surface finish of the dishes is smooth the table cloth should also have 
a relatively SI:1ooth finish. Heavy pottery dishes would need coarse 
linens or straw place mats, with glassware that has firm strong lines, 
and plain silver with little pattern. 
Rough textures give an impression of increased size and therefore 
should be avoided in a small house; care should be taken when placing a 
fireplace made of brick in a small room because of the heavy textut'e of 
the bricks. Wood and brick combine well with each other; glass, steel 
and plastics may be used together quite effectively. 
Color: Color is a universal language. Some people are more sen-
sitive to color than others. No one can imagine the world without color . 
Personalities are to a great degree expressed through the use of colors; 
a dynamic person usually wears vivid colors uhereas, a retiring person 
chooses quiet tones. Moods or emotional reactions are very closely 
associated with color. One cannot imagine a church auditorium being 
painted a vivid red. Because of the emotional effect color has, care 
should be used in choosing colors for the home. The home may have an 
atmosphere that is cheering, depressing, charming, boring or welcoming, 
according to the wo::1 color is used. 
In order to be a.ble to use color successfully, an under standing 
of and ahilH;y to use the art principles is necessary. Russell says, 
"The principle::1 of balance, proportion, repeti-'1;ion, rhythm, and e1JY9ha-
sis, as 1:1ell ns harnony and fitness, all play their part in the eff<::ctivo 
use of color. 1111 
Bala.nee in color is needed and is very essential :i.n ar·:rangemontr1 
of coJ.or. 1'he Law of 1\1•eas is used uith color. Goldstein states this 
law as: HI,r,rge are-as of color shou...ld be quiet in effect, uhilo small 
amounts :may show stro11g contrasts: the larger t,he amount used, the 
quieter the color should be, and the smaller the runm:.il1t, the J':lore strik·~ 
J..WJ the contrast 111.ay becom<:;i. 11 12 'fhe large wal1 areas of liv:l.ng 1~ooms, 
the floor coveringn, and the big pieces of furniture are more plee,sing 
if done in quiet or subdued colors. 'l'he sn1nller p:i.eces suqh as lrunpi1, 
vases, pictu:r·es and chairs may bo hrie;ht in color to give balance and 
variety. 
Equal red and white strips in a tie m~e monotonous because of the 
poor proportion _of co1m.·. The tie would be r,mch more ::i.nteresti:ng :tf un-.. 
eq1m,l proportions were used. The st1.me is true of plaid materials. 
Rhythm and repetition of color are very closely related. Some 
w2.llp0.pers illustrate exce11ent use of color in repetition and rhythm. 
Caxe should be t2Jren that the repetitio:n. doe~, not become monotonous4 
'I'he description of each of the elements of art a.nd :i..t.s relation to 
the pr:i.nciple.s is very brief'. One should not infer that any attempt, 
has been made to inclv.de all of the essential subject rn,:atter. 'l'ho te,,whcr 
vrill expect to develop in deta:11 each clement as the situation demands. 
Proportion: Host authorities list proportion as the first of the 
art principles for without it all others are usoless--it is the reL".ltion .. 
ship between a iihole o.nd its parts and ltlso t,he relationship o:f t.ho 
parts then1selveB. Goldstei11 says, 11The principle of' proportion is so1110, .. 
times called the 1luu of relationships'.nl3 Proportion plays nn im-
portant part in the arrangement of color, line, form, and texture. The 
Groeks developed a very fine sense of proportion, they used v1hat is 
knoun as the 11 golden oblong, n uhich measured approxim.a.tely tuo u.riits on 
the short side and throe units on the long side. 
In :modern 1ife the living room is judged by the proportion of t,he 
furniture in relation to the whole roora, the relation of the lamps to 
the size of the tables, and the rugs in :relation to the entire floor 
area. 
Proportion j_s helpful i11 combining colors--oqual areas of blue and 
white in the same proportion are monotonous. It is w.ore interesti..flg in 
effect to have more of one color than the other. A dress of 1:1ore than 
one color uill be more attractive if one hue predominates. 
Small houses are much :more interest,ing if 1,rindowa and dooro are in 
proportion to the all over size of the house. Lg..rge cohunns on SlnH.11 
homes give it senso of not belonging. 
Balance: There a.re tuo types of ba.lan.ce, formal and inform.al but 
:regardlesc of the type used a sense of steadiness and repose are f'elt 
l3 Ibid., p • .t;7. 
when a..11 arrangement is balanced. Russell says, 
Balance is a condition implying poise, equilibrium, and st.eadineEH/.i" 
Uhen ho.lance is established or maintained there is a feeling of rest 
2.nd secUl"ity-. The achievement or balance is one of' the ftmdamontal 
steps in the makin!! of any design, whother for n surface p!l!Gtcr:n, a 
com.position for a painting, or an an"a.nge1i1e:nt of fl1rniture .?...nd acces-
sories in the home.14 
Balance iti important in nrzy room in the house, if all the large 
pieces of' furniture are on one side of the room tho1·e is a sense of un-
rest and a desire to move the f'11rniture. Balance is essential in de-
sif!,"lling patterns. If the trimming is exactly the same on either side 
of the center line the balance is for.mal; a large button on one shoulde!:.> 
and a pocket on the skirt give J.nfor.ual bnlcnce. The sam.e principles 
al'e used :ln making flower arricmgements, pla.cing food on a plato, on plart··· 
ning the exterior of a house and landsca:ping the g1--ounds .. 
Emphasis: Many well proportioned, well balanced and harBonious 
arrangements are neVGr. noticed for there :ts no point of interest or em.-
phasis. The Golclsteins say, 11Elnphasis is the art principle by which th0 
eye is carried first to the most :1.mportnnt things in any arrtmgement, 
and from that point to every detail in the order of im.portance.n15 
The merch.an:t. whose. display w.indow has a definite point of interest 
Hill attract the attention of the people und create i2 desire to hwJ. 
Food becomes much 1aore interesting tmd palatable Hhen attractively e.:r-
ranged and sim,ply garnished, with emphasis on food. whi.ch does not have 
the co~npetition of a flowered table cloth. 
Rhythm.: Rhyt,hm gives a ::,ense of lllOving or being carried on. One 
authority states "in art :reythro means an ee.sy connected path alone which 
J4 Russell, Art_Education f'o~, p. 47. 
15 Goldstein, Art in Everyq.1:w g~, p. 132. 
the eye may travel. :tn nn arrr2ngomcmt of lines, or color r,. Rhythr,1 
t,hen is 
1 . 
,~ l·1·ted "'o~re-er-t 11 - 6 .... (): ~~ t = .HJ, V .1,fl, ' -1 • 
Lace may provide a good source exmaple of hou t.he eye is led along; 
the design by cont:hn1ou.r3 lino moveillerrt, wbile other laces have such o.:i..s-
corda:rrt clirect:i..on that the design applications lack rbythm. The veins 
in the leaves of' plant~:,, the tiger's stripes e.nd the sand 1,mve:;; left by 
the water are all exs,r1ples of natlire r :":"> rhythm. 
Some 1.-rritcrs use the term con.tinuity instead of rhytbm--Fo.ulk.ner 
says, "A ccmtinuing, rocm~ring and developing pattern msJrns rhythmic 
'fN)V"'\"'l6Yl·1• "' 11 17 .H.i,..'sc ,;;,;..J _ Vu•· Hhon the toi'm continuity :ls used it usually 1nc1udos 
repetition and rhythm and refers to a feeling of oneness or unity. 
Rhythm is important in art for several renso:ns, first it attracts 
m1d holds r:i:t tention~r;econd, it enables one to have order, third, it is 
useful in establishing certain moods. 
Rhythm. may be e:x:per:i.enced severnl ways--tbrough hearing, seeing, 
and e.ction. In ar·t, ue are concerned with rhythm tbrough seo1.ng. The 
Goldsteins eive three methods of obtaining rhythm: 
1. 
J. 
Through the repetition of 1?Jhapes. 
ThT·ough a progression of sizes, 
Through an 0as11y connected, or a 1q continuous line nov0J;1ent. __ ,_ 
I:n naldng an apron, if the docoration :E'ollows the line of c011Struc 0 " 
tion there is D, sense: of hm'aony or of beJ.ong:lng. 'I'he swm.e is true of' 
a dr.erH, pattern. wher·e the ;rolce of the dress is round. The collaJ'.' and 
trim, if any, will bo much more pleasing H' they follow or have lines 
s:lm:Uar to tho so .in the dress. 
JO 
Repetition: Repetition in very closely connocted u:l.th rhythm, it 
is one means by trhich rhythm ia obtained. There may be repetition of' 
line, color and shape. Acco:rd:l.ng to Gold stein, 
Vesign .:ts defined ns f'i'tl.Y ar:ranr;emont of lines, forms, colo:r.s, and 
textures. It involves the proglem of choosing the forms and colors and 
then arranging them. .ll good design shous an orderly arrs.ngcacnt of the, 
nmterials used and in addition creates beauty :Ln the :finished procluct.19 
In 'the sCJtting of a dining table, n design is crGated, whether con-
sciously or unconsciously. l!"'oods placed on a plate can be plensing or 
11 .just thrown on. 11 11'or :i.notance, a vegete.ble plate consisting of' cauli-
flower, ooets, brocolli, and carrot strips may present a very pleasing 
design if the white cauliflower can be arranged in the center as a point 
of interest, the strips of yellow carrots arranged around it. l\iext might 
bo green lacy broccoli which would give variety in texture--thcn beets 
for color. Tho resuJ.t might well he a very attractive and pleasi11g 
design. 
People create designs when they arrange furniture and accessories 
in the home:: when they choose hats and shoes to complement a dress; when 
they plan and arrange shrubs imd flowers. Through study 8.nd application 
of the elements and principJ.es of art one can, with :practice, create a 
good design. 
The Goldsteins say a good design must meet four requirem.ents: 
1. That in addition t.o being beautiful, it be suited to :i.ts 
purpose. 
2 • 'I'ha t it he simple. 
3. That it be well proportioned. 
4. That it he suited to the mater:1.al of uhich it is 1nade rcL.nd to 
the processes which uillbe followed in making it.20 
The correct combining of all art elements and principles uill give 
19 Ibid. _p. 5. 
20 -:--:- ' ~ 11?2:Sl· , p. 7. 
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a good ilesign. No matter wh1:1t the problem is, uhether it tho selec= 
tion of' a pan to cook in, a pic'lrnre fo:r the 1ivj_ng room, dishes for 
serv5.ng, or a pattern to make a dress by, conmuner s must mRke choices, 
If. thE; choice is a good one, uc1ll , bu:t. if it proves to be a 
poor ono, someone 1s i.:m.happy. 
Accordj.ng to the Gold:::rt:,eins 111i.rt in r~verydc:y Life, 11 Jws a 1mrticu-
lar tlignif ica:ncc • 
It :lmpliet3 the belief that ci:-t may l:,e so rm<:;h a part of 01:rr· daily 
living tlmJc it will help us t;o do more boa.u:Uful1y the simple hone1y 
th:tngs of' life as well aic1 the norEi 11nu1mal. 11s vre sm·rmmd OUl"Solves 
uith b<)auty, art actually beeorn.es a part oi' our 1:ti'e and pE:1!' so:nality--
not to be set apart for occ11sional enjoyment, but rather to be sought. 
Etnd enjoyed in everything Hf:? do . in everything ·tre select. 2.1 
F'cu of us are born with tho Imowledge of what is "good taste, n but 
:lf o:n0 knows, undertitands o.nd uses tho px0 i:riclplos of art sht1 can through 
conscious practice develop good taste. The Goldsteins note that" 
r;ood tastt:;; is doing unconsc1oun1y the right thing at the right time in 
the :eight way. u 22 
Good taste can:not developed in one lesson on art principles, 
but is 11 contj.nnous process of learn:i.ng by doing. Many tiru.eG mistakes 
m:re i:w.de but H' the nrt principles are used to h0lp find uhy an error 
i,s made m1d one recognizes his :mistt;iJtes then one may p:rofit by ex-
porience. The idet:::. that m.1 object must be expensive in order to be good 
is errtirely 1,n"ong. If one recognizes good design or knm,rs what is 11 gocd 
te.sto11 nw.ny times the ob;ject rnay bo purchasE,d for r1 smo.11 price. Of 
course this takes t.L.11e cannot be done in one dayts shopping, but 
again the hwJor must know standards th1.1:t. can bo ::;,:pplied in selection. 
p. 1. 
J?, 1. 
Taste is in:l:luen.c~od by the things tJwt HE, have about ui:i, t.heref'or0 
it is very important to hv.vc furnitm·e, draperies, rugs nnd tdl acces., 
sories meet the standards of gooc1 design. 
If the heirloom vase that uas .Ltu.n.t t ;J does not conform to all 
of the standards or art it :n1t1y still }1~1ve an important place i11 the 
ho:m1ci. The ultimate air1 of education is to be happy 'l al'.K'\. enjoy living. 
Human relationships contr:tbute to that end so the vtci,se ha~ an honored 
place i.11 the hmne. 
Jtr.t is so connected with the things th0, cons1.m1En' bizys that a know-
ledge o:c tht.1 ririnciple s of a.rt, are important. u In the f'ield of art, n 
acco:rdin.g to the GoldGteins, 11good tasto is the application of the prin,., 
ciplos of d.e:::i::i.gn to the problems in. life where appearance as well as 
ut:Uity is a considerat,ion.. ll23 'l'hercfore, from the standpo:tnts of beaut;,,,. 
appreciation, satisfaction, function and coot an abilit;y to recognize 
a_.1,icl apply the a.rt element;; and principleG adds much to living. 
Harmony: Uhon the clements of [JJ:'t: 1:ine, form, shape, color, and 
texture are usocl. according to the principles of ci.rt; bul<'tnco, proportion, 
rhythm, enrphas::i.o :cmd repetition the resu1t uill he an object that has 
ha.rmony--the combined product of the art eloreients rmd principles. 
'l'here are five aspects of harmony .v 'fhe Gold steins list them as 
h~u:'I!JJ;Jny of line, shape, size., texture, idea, rmd colo:r, 
)\fany contradictions of line and shape harmony can be found--the 
house 1.1ith rectan3TQ._9r linen in doors with a rotmd window placed above 
the <loor; dresses w:i.th round scn11ops and square pockets or a square 
tnble with a r01ma cloth. 
--.... _ .... _ .. _____ _ 
;~.3 11 ·a, 1 ~-, p. -· 
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It is irirportant tl1..."1.t the size of a chair be i11 harmony with the 
size of' the room and the people who arc to use it. 
In arranging a di.splay case with equipment for a picnic one does 
not put crystal glasses and fine china in a picnic basket with water 
ju.gs and hot dog sticks. The Goldsteins say, 11 Harmony is t.he art prin-
ciple which p:r~oduces an imp:reosion of unity tb.roueh the selection and 
arrangement of consistent objects and ideas. 11 24 Harmony gives a satis-
fying feeling of relationship between t,he various parts of 1.my arrange-
ment. 
21+ llig., p. 26. 
CHAPTER IV 
USE OF REFLECTIVE TIIL~ING IN TEACHING 
SEL.15CTED ART PRIUCIPLES 
One of the purposes of this study.. ·w1s to show hou the teacher my 
develop the various art principles, so students may understand their 
:meaning and consciously us0 them in their dally living. Two art princi-
ples, balance and emphasis, were chosen for det,ailed study. 
Tho technique used was not original or new. The reflective think-
ing technique commonly ca..lled problem solvin.g was :modified to :meet the 
special problems imposed by the nature of the subject matter. 
The process of reflective thinking according to Science in Genera] 
Educationl consists of the following five phases; 
1. A sense o:t' perplexity or of want or of being thwarted, follow0d 
by identificnt:i.on of the problem. 
2. Occurance of tentative hypotheses. 
J. Testing and elabora:ting hypotheses •. 
L:·• Devising more end more rigorous tests to which the resulting 
hypotheses may be subjected. 
5 • .Arriving at a satisfactory solution and acting upon it. 
When a problem. arises and a per.so11 deliberately weigh:~ all evidence; 
finds what seems to be the solution; tries the solution &nd draws con-
clusions, he is :making use of his intellect and applying Heflective 
1 V rri 
• .I,. 
J5 
thinking is essential to adaptability, resourcefulness, and that type 
of self criticinm or 'stock taking' which leads to the continuing re-
valtk'1t,ion of p0raonul beliefs and principles of action. 112 
An acccptl;l,nce of this point of view in teB.ching art :lmplios that. 
there is a great, need for 1:tdaptability and resourcefulness in applying 
art principles :Ln the home. 'Xhe homemtJ<:er who has the problem of in-
stalling new draperiGs in the living room wi.11 probably use the steps 
involved in reflective thinking ui"t,hout realizing tha,fj she is doing so. 
She will study the room as n uhole cind decide whether she needs flowered 
or plain draperies; sho will consider whether they are to be used in 
the winter or stmnn.er; she will decide what colol' is most sui·kble; she 
will kncrtr the :price she can afford to pay; she vri11 test the 1.rashability 
ano ease of hi:mdling; she will select the style m;ost suited to the fur-
nishings of the room; and \dll be alert to other problems as they arise. 
After analyzing and weighing all the evidence she will make decisicr,:} 
that best fit her needs. t,Then th.hi irJ do11e she will act upon her deci-
sion, then evaluate the remLlt:::. If all problems have boon considered 
in their proper rolationship::i the result will be one of satisf'ac-t;ion. 
It is irnport~.nt in the teaching of home econo:m.ics th2t the in.-
structor help sttKlcnt:-1 to be able to recognize problem.s, for Hithou.t 
direetio.n there is 1itt1e desire on the pn.1:·t of students to do any 
t,hink:i.:1g. One of the important responsib:llitios of education is to hel;,;, 
studerrts set e;oals to I'1otivate effort. 
The Goldfft.c:tns very ably SUJlllUarize the steps in solving an art 
".) 




1. Recognizing the problem--that is setting up a definite aim or 
purpose to be accomplished. 
2. Making a plan for ·working out tihe problGm, which involves col-
lecting e.11 the information related to it. 
J. Carrying out the plan. 
4. Testing the results and Dk11dng a fi11al ju.dgment of the succeso 
or failure of the plan before accepting it or discarding it to 
make another.3 
This plan may be adapted to the solution of any art problem. 
In reflective thinking, three stages of the learning procedures 
are recoenized; the initial, the developmental, and the culminating or 
evaluative stage. 
In the initial stage the teacher and students work together to de-
termine com:aon purposes; the teacher presents the subject in such a way 
as to cause student to want to solve or attempt to find the solution. 
Hith the aid of the teacher the students may accept or develop criteria 
by which success is measured. Ea.ch student needs to be able to observe, 
and lei:irn to cooperate with others :ln the. group. 
During the developmental stage the teacher will help students to 
see difficulties; and will present proplema to the group using a variety 
of teaching techniques and aids designed to guide students in applying 
knowledge and developing skills. Individual help will be given by the 
teacher when needed and both the teacher and student uill constantly 
evalua.te or cheek gro1-rth and progress according to standards accepted 
.3 Harriet Goldstein, Art in Everyday Life, p. 212. 
and st,ated in the initial stage. 
In the culminating stage the learner and teacher will try to de-
termine how well they have done. Each studerrt will do his own evaluat-
ing, the standard is there to go by, theref'ore, each can determine his 
progress. 
DetJliled Sl?ili;estions for 1'e?1:.9Ei!J.g.~ 
'rhe teacher will need to consider the field or study carefully and 
to make special preparation before she can guide students :h1 developing 
tentative ob,jectives. 
Principles to be estG.blished during the study must; be form.ulat;ed 
and illustrative material assembled which will be used to help students 
see the possibilitil)s. Then the instructor is in a position to guide 
student plmming. Experience indicates that when this :method is used 
the pupil I s statement of objectives and principles do not vm•y grontly 
from. those the teacher considered .• 
Such objectives t.tlght well be: 
1. Realization that balance is a part of every selection or ar-
rangement. 
2. Achieve1>1ent of ability to recognize balanced m'rangements • 
.3 •. Realization of tho many ways balance may be obteined. 
4. Ability to make balanced arrangements. 
5. Recognition that informal balance may be more pliable and in-
teresting than f'ormal balance. 
6. Personal satisfaction from success in making balanced arrange-
ments. 
The principles to be developed might be stated som.ei1hat as follows: 
1. Formul or bis;y11:rmotrical balance is obtained 'When like objects 
in size and appearance are placed equal dist,ances from the 
center in a given space. 
2. Informal or asymmetric balance is obtained when unlike objects 
in sizo and appearance are placed ·with the large object neorer 
the center in a given space and other objects avranged farther 
fro111 the center until a feeling of equilibrium. results. 
J. Optical balance is obtained when ob;jects are not alike but. 
equal in attraction ancl are placed equal distances i"rom the 
center in a given area. 
Initial Stag2 
In the initial stage the teacher uill: 
1. .Present materials in such a way as to create interest in balance 
that m.ight appeal to the student by such mea.n.s as: 
a. Arranging on the bulletin board pictm·es of dress ps:t-
terns that are balanced in various ways. 
b. Showing furniture arrangements in the living room of the 
homemaking department that are balanced in different way:~. 
c. Showing color balance in flower arrangements. 
d. Analyzing and discussing paintings of noted artlsts to 
he1p students see how· the artists used balance. 
o. Analyzing pictures of the exterior of homes tc> note how 
balance was achieved. 
f. Using vv.rious table settings and noting differences. 
g. .Arranging food in various wa:ys on plates. 
h. Hanging pictures using balance. 
2. Develop the principle of" balance by such procedures as: 
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a. Taking t}u~ee unsharpened drawing pencils and a thin bookJ 
place book with bound side up. Balance one of the pencils 
on the book until equilibrium results. 
b. On the second pencil place thum.b tacks on ends ocp.lttl dis-
taxi.ce from center of' pencil, balance pencil--result--
formal balance. 
Compare with Plate I, page 50. 
c. Balance a third pencil with different sized pieces of 
modeling clay attached at various places ·to show the 
many subtle differences and arrangements possible in :l11-
formal balance. 
Gonrpare with Plate II, page 5.3 .. 
3, Guide students in expressing what has happened in terms of ten-
tatj.ve generalizations as: 
a. Balance is rest or repose. 
b. When like objects a.re placed equal distances from a center· 
formal balance results. 
c. Symmetrical balance is always formal, but formal balance 
is not always symmetrical. 
d. In informal balance t,he larger the object the nearer the 
center it needs to be placed to given feeling of stabil-
ity. 
e. The smaller object is placed farther from the center to 
create balance. 
4, Develop balance above and below the center by: 
a. Taking four pieces of black construction paper (4. x 4) 
arrange on white construction papor so the botto.i.'TI. margin 
of one is three inches and the sides and top margins 
are one and a half inches; on another piece arrange top 
margin three inches with bottom and sides one and a half'. 
inches; the third one with all margins one and a half 
inches wide; the fourth one tdth bottom three inches, 
the sides tuo and a half inches, the top two inches. 
b. Show illustrations of dark blouses with lighter skirts; 
dark skirts with lighter blouses. Compare a.s to balance 
achieved. 
c. Show lamp shades too large for the base; too s:ruc.-i.11 .for 
the base; appropriate for the base. 
5. Aid students in developing tentative generalizations as: 
a. There needs to be a feeling of stability in arrangements. 
b. The b..-=tse needs to be 18.rge enough to support the top. 
c. Darker colors appear heavier than light colors and shoulci 
be plo.ced near the bottom of an arrangement. 
d. Larger objects give a feeling of greater weight than 
smaller ones, therefore they should be placed n0ro- the 
bottom of an arrangement. 
6. Suggest that students observe nature for examples in balance, 
for instance: 
a. The bird that balances on the wire uses tail to balance 
different portions of his body. 
h. The squirrel with his bushy tail uhich balances his body. 
7. Use the seesaw idea to show balancing of weight. 
R. Develop balance in color using the seesaw idea by: 
a. Choosine an intense color and a neutralized color. 
b. Cutting tlJree squares from each papcr--a half-inch 
square, an inch square, tmd a two inch square. 
c. Use a line about eight inches long. 
d. J\:folce all the balanced arrangements possible. 
9. Draw conclusions regarding t.he use of c!olor as: 
a. Color gives the i1npressi.on of weight. 
b. Color has attracting power. 
c. A small amount of bright color will balance a large 
amount of a neutral color. 
10. Develop balance through the use of a variety of tmctures. 
a. Use small amount of rough textured material to balance 
a large amount of a smooth textured material. 
b. .Arrange food of different textures on a plate. 
11. Show a wide variety of examples of good and poor balance, point-
ing out the specific relationship of balance created by design 
and arrangement. 
a. Have all large pieces of furniture in one end of room. 
b. Large objects placed too for from center of space in-
volved. 
c. Develop generalizations explaining eYJlmples studied. 
The balance created needs to be suited to the place and 
purpose of the arrangement. 
12. Help students t,o see that they need to read to f'ind resources 
and information. 
13. Maintain a reading shelf where students may browse. 
14, Guide students in the development of the objectives and aims 
for further study. 
Developmental Stage 
In the developmental stage the teacher and pu:pils attempt to: 
1. Apply the principles of. balance to line, form, color, and tex-
ture. 
2. Provide opportunity for students to see examples of good and 
poor balance and help them see what nm.kes the differences, thun 
leading to positive suggestions as: 
a. 'l'he arrangement needs o. feeling of rest or poise. 
b. The large object is too fur from the center of the ar-
rangement. 
c. The top is too large for the base. 
d. The base is too large for the top. 
e. The brighter the color the less amount you use. 
3. Provide magazines for students to clip and materials for :mak-
ing illustrative materials shov:.ring balance. 
4. l'.'4ake balanced arrangements of furnishings and accessories in 
the homemaking department on mantel, coffee table, on shelvoH 
in the hutch eabinet, and in flower arrangement,s throughout 
tho department,. 
5. Help students to recognize and state their problems in achiev-
ing balance and in remedying their mistakes. 
a. Assist students in finding help in reaching their goals. 
b. Provide opportunities for students with the help of the 
teacher to evaluate the result of' their work and the 
progress ma.de. 
c. Note the progress of other students and give praise uhoro 
due. 
Culm.inatini Stage 
In the culminating experiences the teacher may: 
1. Give the student opportunities to select different kinds of 
balance according to art principles. 
2. Present judgment problems using common every day objects as 
cups with handles that are good and poor, or lamps that are 
well and poorly balanced. 
lmalyze Plate III, page 56. 
J. J;\~11courage students to make formal nnd informal e..rrangements. 
l,,,. Ha.lee balanced arrangements or furniture in the homemaking 
depr:u.~tment working cooperatively. 
5. Set a dinner table using balance. 
6. Check display eases to see if t.he principles of balance are 
applied. 
?. Encourage students to make balanced arrangements outside of 
class and to report their resu.ltG. 
8. Provide opportunities for students to arrange display uin-
dows for merchants. 
Detailed Sµggestions for Teac~ing Emphasis 
Emphasis: The second principle chosen for more detailed unalysi~ 
is emphasis. 
Goldstein says, HEm.phasis is the art principle by which the eye 
is co.1~riec1 first to the most important thing in an arrangement and 
from that point to every other detail in the order of its ~11portance. 1,3 
Some of the objectives of study of e:mphasis might be: 
as; 
1. Realization that am.phasis is a directing force in every se-
lection or arrangement. 
2. Ability to recognize when emphasis is well used. 
3. Knowledge of the many ways to emphasize an object or arrange-
ment. 
4. Ability to use emphasis in making many types of arrangement. 
5. Realization that without empha.sis objects and arrfu1gements are 
mo:notonous and fail to get and hold attention. 
6. A.chievement of personal satisfaction in. being able to use 
emphasis. 
The principles to be developed ragarding emphasis may be stated 
1. Emphasis is obtained when the background is subordinate to 
the object. 
2*' Grouping of objects or ideas :may give enrphasisl 
3. Emphasis is secured through the use of unusual lines, shapes 
or sizes. 
!,... Contrast of' color gives emphasis. 
Initial Stage 
In the initial stage the teacher will: 
L Present material in such a way as to create interest in em-
phasis that might appeal to the student by: 
a. Arrangin.,f!; on the bulletin hoard pictures of flower ar-
rangements that have emphasis. 
b. Showing advertisements where the main po.int or interest 
is very definitely outstanding. 
c:. Analyzing and discunsing paintings of noted artists to 
see how the m~tist used emphasis. 
d. f.rr,mging on the bulletin board. dress patterns that have 
points of emphasis in the design. 
e. Finding where e:,whasis is used in the living room of the 
homemaking dep;:a~tment .• 
f. MaJ.dng flower arrangements one with ern:phasis and one 
without. 
g. Showing examples that have too ma...'11;,J' points of interest. 
h. Placing food on a plate to gain emphasis. 
i. Experimenting with the placement of calla.rs, hats, and 
accessories to show thoir effect upon personal appearanm::,. 
2. Develop the principle of emphasis by such procedures as: 
a.. Taki.:ng a piece of' ph.in material and placing an object 
in frorrc of it to not;e factors that effect. emphasis. 
b. Taking a flowered piece of material and p1ncing a string 
of beads to note effoct of emphasis. 
c. The same may be done with wall paper and pictures. 
3. Guide stl..1dents in expressing tentative generalizntions as: 
a. The plain background emphasizes the object placed against 
it. 
b. 0.a the flowered backgT·ound the design is lost. 
Com.pnre Plate IV~ page 58 with Plate V 9 page 
effect of backgrom1ds. 
to note 
c. Backgrounds should he less noticeable than the objects 
placed against them. 
Li-. Develop emphasis through flower arrangements a.'1c1 guide studerrt.1:z 
in drawing conclusions as: 
a. There needs to be a focal poin:I;. 
b. The largest flowers should be placed near the ce11ter of 
an arrangement. Analyze arrangement in Pla.te IV, page 53.-
c •. Brilliant color is used to attract attention. 
d. For stability the. :most outstanding feature needs to be 
near the center. 
e. Emphasis may be secured by the use of one dominating 
color. 
r. Emphasis may be ge.ined by using a dominating ·t:.exture. 
5. Help students to realize they need to read to find resources 
and information by: 
a. Having a reading shelf where students may browse. 
b,. Citing specific re.ferences and sources of information .. 
c. Guiding the development of objectives and aims for con-
tinued study. 
lJevelopmentql Stage 
In the devolopm.ental stage the teacher and pupil attempt to: 
1.. Apply the principle of emphasis t.o line, form, color and tex-
ture. 
2. U'!:;ilize opportunity for student::i to see good and poor emphasis 
thus leading to the formulat.ion of positive suggestions as: 
a. lfove a central point to uhich other details are pointed. 
b. Use plain background for display of objects. 
Analyze Plate r:v) page 58 and Plate V, page 60. 
c. Color may create emphasis. 
d. Repati tion of £ornl and llJ.1es creates em,:,?hasis. 
e. Controlled co11.t:rast creates emphasis. 
3. Provide ]1a.gazj .. ne·s :fox~ students t.o clip ru1d rlla.,teria .. ls for il-
lustrating emphasis. 
4. Make arrangements demonstrating the use of emphasis on mantle., 
coffee table, and other desirable places. 
5. Hake flm1er arrangements. to be used in the homemaking depart-
ment and in other departments. 
6. Help students to recognize aud state their problems in achiev-
irig emphasis and reniedying thei:r mistakes. 
'7. Assist students in :t'inding help t,o reach their goals. 
8. Evalu.ftte the results obtained thus far, also the personal and 
group J>rogrcss made, giv:Lng praise uhen due. 
In the cuJ11linati11g experiences the teacher 1J1!:;1y: 
1. Give the student opportunities to tell how em10hasis is developcil. 
2. Have many kinds of materials for trimrrling: such as: lace, em-
broidery tape, braid, plain and printed fabric. Ask the studo:o:b 
to select trinmtlng for a printed cotton house dress or an afteJ:'""· 
noon dress. 
J. Have students check living room to see if there is desirable 
/}. Divide class into three groups and 1et each group pl,m and 
a.rrange i, display case in the hall. 
5. Create desirable emphns:l.s in m1its of furniture and accesso-
:des in their own living rooms. 
6. Choose and arrs11ge table linen, si1ver, china and center piecC!l 
for a break.fast. 
tJ 





CONCLUSIONS .JlJ\fD RECO?J!ivJENDATIONS 
Art becomes a pnrt of daily li.ving 1:f.' students can learn to ro.a1{e 
conscious use of art principles in ever:y-t,hing they do. The ability to 
use art principles effectively will help build up the self-confidence 
so much needed by everyone. Through a knowledge of art, people find 
many w0:ys to use the things possessed in raising their standards .of 
livine and. achieving hn:ppiness uhile doing so. 
Order is an essential or good design. When order exists in lives, 
in homes, a;.1.d in commu_nities there is likely to be harmony in the na-
tion. 
As a result of this study the .following suggestions are made. 
Teachers need to: 
1. Understa.nd the close relationship of art principles and elor:.tent,;:l 
to all areas of personal, home and community living. 
2. Have a worldng Jmowledge of the art principles and be able to 
use them effectively. 
3, Encouro.go students to participate in using art principles in 
farniliar situations. 
L,,. Provide an opportunity for :freedom of expression through the 
use of various media. 
5. Use everyday objects such as: small h~:msehold equipment, 
costurne accessories, househoid furnishings, and other niaterials 
to illu.~trat~ the .Prir1ciplo being tau.g,ht~ 
6. . Stress the fact that the price of an object does not neces-
sarily make it a good design. 
7. Encourage students and strive to have a pleasant atmosphere 
while presenting art principles. 
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8. Strive to develop in students a need or a desire for a working 
knowledge of the art principles and elements. 
9. · Guide students in the development of the habits 0£ applying 
art principles. 
In handicrafts and art classes much has been done in the teaching 
or art principles and elements, however, homemaking teachers need to 
realize the opportunities they have and the inrportance of integrating 
the art principles in all areas of homemaking. Homemaking education 
or home economics because of t,he very nature of its content provides 
innumerable opportunities and materials for emphasizing the use and 
application of art principles. 
PU.TE I 
FOI-V'ilH, BALAHGE 
An erru.ngement of hedge applec in a bt•o1m 
potteri bowl flunked 'by yellow candles in Chinese 
1:n.•t:tss co.ndlest,i.cks 2 placed against a mat 1roven 




Inform2;l balQnce using the sa:m0 nrticles 
t:Lon of a.n. ext~1,.t1 
of one ca.ndlesti,~k 
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PLiiTE III 
BAL.Al'JCE IN TABLE Lli.HPS 
Jurlgne:nt Problem 
a. Table lmnp shouing good top to bottom 
bala11c0. 
b. Table lamp illustrating poor top t.o 
bottm,1 balance--sh!'.de too ler[;e to balnnce base. 
c. To.ble lamp illustrf:.,t:tng poor top to 




tiger lilies in brown 
pottery bowl showing obtained b;/ g:coup-
ing flouers near the center and bottom the 
c-u,,m,,,,"-r-., by the U:':JG Of cl 
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PLA'.l.'E V 
Sane s1·range:ment as Plate IV showing how 







Dis1)le.y- shouinc effect of plrd.11 
bacJcg:co1111Cls ~ is 
laid ncror1:3 three selected backgrotm<ls .. 
Note: 
catod pnttern 
p1a:i.n piecr:'l of' mat0rin1 
c. design of ed;sing if: neither plEdn 
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